
 

New Tools for the Mobile Memory Market Help Speed Development 

October 7, 2015 Bedford NH:  FuturePlus Systems announced today the availability of its LPDDR4 (low power double 

data rate 4th generation memory) support for the FS2800 DDR Detective® product line.   This is the first LPDDR4 low cost 

tool to offer deep state trace and real time all the time automated JEDEC* compliance measurements.  The FS2804 

LPDDR4 DDR Detective® differs from a traditional logic analyzer approach.  It lowers cost by only probing the Address, 

Command and Control signals, but it offers over 4x trace buffer depth and has an additional counter based feature that 

can track key metrics for hours and even days.  Engineers can quickly see if their designs are compliant with the LPDDR4 

JEDEC* specification and if they are efficient in the use of power management and bandwidth. 

In order for engineers to ensure that their memory busses are working correctly they need tools to capture very fast and 

low power signals and analyze them for correct operation.  FuturePlus Systems has established themselves as the leader 

in this area producing state of the art computer bus validation tools for over 20 years.  

 

*JEDEC is the Industry standard organization that controls the world’s computer memory standards 

The FS2800 DDR Detective is a versatile product that supports DDR3, DDR4, LPDDR3 and now LPDDR4 in a single unit.  

No other single product on the market can offer this range of technologies for low cost protocol validation and JEDEC* 

Compliance.  Probing options are DIMM, SODIMM, midbus footprint, flying lead and BGA Chip interposer. 

For information on this new product please visit our web site  

About FuturePlus Systems:  FuturePlus Systems has been a key player in the growth of the computer industry over the 

last 24 years.  Its tools in memory and display technologies are used by engineers all over the world.  FuturePlus Systems 

is a Strategic Solutions Partner to Keysight Technologies and its predecessors Agilent Technologies and Hewlett-Packard 

for over 20 years.  Learn More about FuturePlus Systems here and the DDR Detective here.   
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